Learn why IBM Master Data
Management cloud solutions lead
the digital transformation market.

Businesses depend on master data management (MDM)
tools to support their digital transformation initiatives. But
historically, the time to value for such investments has been
slow—think four to six months for large implementations.
IBM® Master Data Management on Cloud offers a data-first
approach to data modeling, matching and machine learning
when it comes to stewardship tasks, threshold adjustments
and hidden relationship discovery.

Its modernized architecture supports companies in their
digital transformation initiatives, illustrating a trusted
view of business-critical data within two months.
Users spend less time configuring software and
more time gaining insights that grow the business.

Features include:

Accelerated configuration

High efficiency driven

Trusted data for mobile

Analytical, self-service

and deployment

by machine learning

and high-volume apps

data management

To evolve and compete, businesses are using MDM to help deliver
trusted and governed data, and to create a modern analytics foundation.

Read the report

Greater efficiency powered by machine learning

Build mobile and high-volume apps using reliable data

• Simplify data import and mapping with Watson™ so you can
discover more insights faster

• High-performance operational caches offer real-time
performance for integration with Salesforce and other

• Reduce time to market using Watson cognitive capabilities
that streamlines the identification of product hierarchies
• Use machine learning to perform administrative tasks like
matching and linking data

mobile applications
• REST APIs against JanusGraph on Cassandra provide a
reliable infrastructure for modern MDM access solutions

Increase configuration and deployment speeds

Self-service analytics built on trust

• Machine learning accelerates configuration, data modeling
and matching tasks

• Get access to trusted master data in the form of toolkits

• In-place upgrades and containerization supported by Docker

• Explore and visualize relationships between your customers,
products or services using IBM solutions built on

and orchestrated through Kubernetes to quickly set up reliable
and security-rich environments, delivering solutions as a
service, reducing TCO and driving greater value

To learn about IBM Master Data Management on Cloud,
visit ibm.com/cloud/mdm.
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